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RQ: how can we mainstream natural capital in
macroeconomic policy?
• Daly (1991): macroeconomics don’t care about environmental
concerns; there should be some scale limit
• One answer was “IS-LM-EE”

• “inclusive wealth” (including natural and human capital) should
allegedly be “mainstreamed” in macroecon policy, substituting GDP
• But how can we mainstream natural capital in macroeconomics or
policy?
• We explore financial bonds that link with NNP or wealth (including
natural capital)
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Balance sheet: currently no counterparts to
natural (and human) capital
a. Nationwide B/S (currently)
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Physical
capital

Net wealth

Expansion of net wealth
(and that’s it)

Natural
capital

b. By introducing NNP bonds, B/S looks like:
Government
Household (investor)
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Liabilities
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Physical
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Link b’ween wealth, NNP, and sustainability

Inclusive wealth
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1

type: bonds linked w/ NNP or wealth level

• (Green) NNP is the return on wealth, including natural capital
• That is, NNP is proportional to wealth (NNP ≈ 𝐻 = 𝛿𝑉)
• Imagine we issue bonds such that: interest = 𝛼 * NNP
• If NNP is $1 trillion and 𝛼 is one-trillionth (predetermined), then $ 1 is paid as
interests

• Then bond price is also proportional to nation’s wealth (p=𝛼 𝑁𝑁𝑃/𝑟)
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nd
2

type: bond linked w NNP or wealth growth

• Imagine a bond that pays interests according to the (relative) growth
rate of NNP
• Suppose that NNP grows at 2%, and benchmark rate (government
bond interest) is 0.5%, then interest payment would be 1.5%
𝐻
(
𝐻

𝑉
; if
𝑉

• NNP growth ≈ wealth growth =
economic growth can be
ignored)
• Compared to the 1st type, interest payment could be negative
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What to do with revenue?
• One option is to substitute the conventional government bonds, with
no net revenue
• Alternatively, government can create a fund to be set aside for
investment into natural (and human) capital, according to a priority
list for investment projects
• E.g. ICT in schools, teachers training, reforestation, renewable energy

• In analogy with shareholders’ equity in companies, the bond may
come with a voting right related to investment projects. The bond
holder vote for investment projects in need.
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Advantages of NNP-linked bond
Societies can

Investors can

Government can

• Mainstream wealth
including natural capital
• Create a perfect capital
market internalizing
income from natural
capital
• Shift investing resources
into currently
nonmarketable (but
socially profitable)
projects

• diversify their portfolio,
(NNP or wealth is not
correlated with main
economic indicators)
• Buy assets that are
perhaps less volatile
• Contribute to the growth
in natural capital, not by
paying tax!
• Feel responsible for
natural capital mgmt

• Increase revenue
• Facilitate
intergenerational risksharing with current
generations (particularly
when natural capital is
on the decrease)
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Dis-Advantages (to be fair..)
• Budget deficit may grow in the short run
• may be resolved by the expanded tax base in the long run, due to investing in
inclusive wealth

• Moral hazard of the issuing government (to invest in rent-seeking
projects or to miscalculate natural capital)
• can be mitigated by making the investment decision-making process
transparent and democratic

• Thin market if few investors join
• This is not likely in the current low-interest environment
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Comparison w/ GNP-linked bonds by R. Shiller
GNP-linked bonds
NNP- or wealth-linked bonds
Primary objective Fiscal sustainability
Long-term sustainability
Benefits to the • Reducing interest payments at times of • Restructuring nation’s wealth toward sustainable
government and
sluggish growth
development, by directing financial resources to
• Reducing debt-service ratio to cut down on
inclusive wealth
society
default risk
• Raising future tax revenue, if combined with
taxation on wealth
• International sharing of default risk
• Intergenerational sharing of well-being with
current investors
Benefits
to • An opportunity to invest in a country’s future • An opportunity to invest in a country’s productive
growth with an equity-like exposure
base for sustainability
investors
• An opportunity to diversify assets
• An opportunity to diversify assets and lower risk
• A lower probability of defaults and financial
and volatility
crises
Drawbacks and • Procyclicality: increasing payments at good • Possible worsening of budget deficit and default
times
risk in the short run
challenges
• Moral hazard: weak incentive to grow
• Moral hazard: weak incentive for the government
to invest into inclusive wealth
• Potential misreporting of data
• Potential misreporting of data
• Insufficient liquidity
• Insufficient liquidity
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• Difficulty in pricing
• Difficulty in pricing

Complementary to conventional instruments
• Complementary to conventional instruments (Pigouvian tax, subsidy,
or ETS).
• When NNP or wealth is increasing faster than GNP, the tax revenue increase
does not catch up with the rise in interest payments and thus the government
would have an incentive to bridge the gap. This would call for founding a
broad tax base on inclusive wealth, esp. natural capital.

• Conventional instruments are designed for specific purposes, whereas
the proposed bonds are for macro purposes
• The relevant market failure is the absence of markets for
unaccounted-for natural capital on the macro scale
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Order of the magnitude:

st
1

type

• α: 100 billionth of the current NNP; δ =2%

•
•
•
•

NNP:
$1,093 billion (Japan), $301 b (India)
Interest payment: $10.9 (Japan), $3.0 (India)
Bond price:
$547 (Japan), $150 (India)
Revenue could be used for investing in high-shadow price capital (e.g.,
forestation or renewable energy)
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Order of the magnitude:

nd
2

type

• Investors can get 1.08% (J) and 2.44% (I) interest payment.
• Alternatively, the difference with benchmark (say, 0.25%), 0.83% is paid.

• The key is that when NNP decreases, investors share the cost.
Principals not guaranteed.
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Takeaway Summary
• Currently no bonds to cover natural (and human) capital at macro
scale (No counterparts to the natural asset in the B/S)
• Creating a bond linked with NNP or wealth would shift investing
resources to natural (and human) capital
• Governments would have more revenue for investing in natural
capital. Investors could diversify the risk and invest.
• Challenges include objective measurement of wealth and list of
prioritized projects
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Thank you for not sleeping!
Comments welcome:
rintaro.yamaguchi@gmail.com
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